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Dr. Patricia Allen's jam-packed seminars in Los Angeles have resulted in over two thousand

marriages. Now you too can take advantage of this proven step-by-step program.Here's what you'll

learn:How to attract the right manWhen you should make the first move...and when you should

notWhy equality in a relationship may not be what you're looking forWhy sex before commitment is

a bad dealHow to have sensational sexWhat makes a man run away from a relationshipHow to

know when you're giving too much How to get what you want without askingWhat makes a man

want to commitHow to BE ENGAGED TO THE RIGHT MAN WITHIN A YEAR!
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This book has been the 'magic key' I had been desperately searching for in a pile of self-help books

and hours of therapy. For the past 2 years I had been obsessively trying to figure out 'what was

wrong with me' (and him) that caused our really wonderful, fulfilling relationship to deteriorate into a

devastating mess and failure. Our relationship failure didn't look, sound or feel like any of our

friends' relationship failures. Theirs were obvious: cheating, alcoholism and marrying for reasons

other than love in the first place were some of the 'normal' and understandable reasons to end a

marriage or relationship. Ours was not like that. We had all the right elements: incredible physical

chemistry, humor, affection, mental compatibility, emotional compatibility, similar values spiritually

and socially, you name it, we had it. We enjoyed doing many of the same things, we enjoyed one

another's company and there was no cheating of any sort. So what on earth happened to us?

Losing that relationship when it had so many wonderful elements was absolutely the worst pain I



have ever experienced, and I knew I had to dig deep and figure out how it happened because if I

didn't, I wouldn't survive the pain again. Since I am not the type to turn bitter and just buy a cat, I

delved into the bottomless pit of the 'why's...until I finally found the answer in this book.The basic

premise is really simple: There MUST be a 'masculine energy' person (who gives, protects, and is

RESPECTED) and a 'feminine energy person' (who 'gives back', receives joyously and is

CHERISHED) in order for the relationship to work. If you both want to be in charge, you will fight for

the masculine position.

I'm what you call a serial monogamist. I have always had boyfriends. Some for a year, two years,

etc. I have a great social life, I am successful and very attractive. I have never had a problem

meeting, dating or having long and honest relationships with men. But, something happened in my

late 20's. There I was, 27, single (for a minute), living in New York, working in the fashion industry

and my clock went off-I wanted to find a partner for life, I wanted to find my husband. Now, this was

very different than having a boyfriend, this was the big leagues. I didn't have any clue how I needed

to go about this."Getting to I Do" catalogued various relationship scenarios, where the authors

pointed out what worked and what didn't. I have to be honest, being a self-supportive "modern

woman", I at first thought that the simplistic illustrations of male/female dynamics were really

old-fashioned and that I might as well just talk it out with my grandmother. But, the book went way

beyond just designating roles. For me it helped me to embrace the woman I was and to understand

the relationship dynamic I wanted to have.The book is terrific. I read it and applied it to my next

relationship-someone I fell in love with and wanted to marry. I went through the "phases" as stated

in the book and when it got down to the "negotiation" phase, my boyfriend wanted to move to

France, with me. Great! But, not without an engagement. Turns out he was not ready to be married.

It was a very painful to think about being without him. To have my dreams of being married to him

dissolve. Fortunaltely, I had learned that I would be putting myself through so much more pain and

anguish if I had up-rooted my life without any commitment other than being a great boyfriend. So, I

let him go.
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